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A bstract
GROUND-STATE PROPERTIES OF DOUBLE-WIRE 
SEMICONDUCTING SYSTEMS
Nihal Mutluay Miistecaplioglu 
M. S. in Physics
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Bilal Tanatar 
August 1997
With the recent advances in nanometer-scale semiconductor device fabrication 
technology, it became experimentally possible to produce strongly confined 
electron systems. Quantum wires are among these systems, and are attracting 
increasing interest due to their potential applications in solid-state device 
technology such as high-speed transistors, efficient photodetectors and lasers. 
Quantum wires are quasi-one-dimensional systems where electrons are free 
to move in one dimension, but their motion is restricted in the remaining 
two dimensions. Various models for qucisi-one-dimensional structures have 
been proposed in the literature, such as cylindrical, square-well and parabolic 
confinements.
in this thesis, we examine ground-state correlations in double-quantum-wire 
systems within the self-consistent scheme of Singwi et ai, namely the STLS 
approximation. The model we adopt consists of two parallel cylindrically-confined 
quantum wires. The cases when both wires have electrons as charge carriers and 
when one wire has electrons while the other has holes are considered. Under 
the assumption that only one subband is occupied in each quantum wire and
there is no tunneling between them, we calculate the local-field factors and static 
correlation functions. Ground-state energy and collective modes are discussed 
within the RPA, Hubbard and STLS approximations in order to compare the 
results. Charge-density-wave instabilities in these structures are examined at 
small and finite q values. Our numerical results are given for systems where the 
carrier densities and the radii of both wires are equal.
As the charge carrier density is lowered, we observe that the importance of 
local field corrections increases so that the RPA or Hubbard approximations do 
not give reliable results in this region. We find that the interwire correlations 
become quite important for electron-hole systems. Taking into account the 
exchange-correlation hole around electrons, STLS provides a much better 
description to this many-body problem compared to the previous models.
K eyw ords:
Quasi-one-dimensional electron gas, double-quantum-wire, 
exchange-correlation, local-field correction, static structure 
factor, density response function, dielectric function, pair 
correlation function, ground state energy, collective modes, 
charge-density-wave instability, random phase approximation, 
Hubbard approximation, STLS approximation.
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Son zamanlarda, nanometre derecesinde yarıiletken yapı teknolojisindeki gelişmeler, 
sınırlandırılmış elektron sistemlerinin deneysel olarak üretilmelerini mümkün hale 
getirmiştir. Bu sistemler arasında yer alan kuantum tellerine olan ilgi ise, bunların 
yüksek hızlı transistörler, yüksek verimli fotodedektör ve lazerler gibi katıhal 
aygıt teknolojisindeki potansiyel uygulamalarından dolayı, giderek artmaktadır. 
Kuantum telleri, elektron hareketlerinin bir boyutta tamamen sebestken diğer 
iki boyutta sınırlandırılmış olduğu tek boyutumsu sistemlerdir. Tek boyutumsu 
sistemler için şimdiye dek, silindirik, kare-kuyu ve parabolik sınırlandırmalar gibi 
modeller önerildi ve kullanıldı.
Bu tez çalışmasında, çift kuantum teli sistemlerinde taban enerji seviyesi 
korelasyonları, STLS yaklaşımı altında incelendi. Benimsediğimiz model, 
birbirine paralel iki silindirik kuantum telinden oluşuyordu. Yük taşıyıcıların 
her iki telde de elektronlar ve bir telde elektronlar, diğer telde deşikler olduğu 
durumlar göz önüne alındı. Sistemde sadece tek altbandın dolu bulunduğu ve 
teller arasında tünelleme olmadığı varsayımı altında, yerel alan faktörlerini ve 
statik yapı fonksiyonlarını hesapladık. Sonuçları karşılaştırmak amacıyla, taban
m
enerji seviyesi ve kollektif uyarılmalar, RPA (Rasgele Faz Yaklaşımı), Hubbard 
ve STLS yaklaşımlarında tartışıldı. Bu yapılarda, küçük ve orta dalga vektörü 
büyüklüklerinde, yük-yoğunluk-dalgası dengesizlikleri incelendi. Sayısal sonuçlar, 
her iki telde de yük taşıyıcı yoğunluklarının ve tel yarıçaplarının eşit olduğu 
durumlar için verilmiştir.
Gözlemlerimiz, yük taşıyıcı yoğunluğu düştükçe, yerel alan düzeltmelerinin 
arttığı yönünde oldu; bu durumda RPA ve Hubbard yaklaşımları güvenilirliklerini 
yitiriyordu. Ayrıca teller arasındaki korelasyonların elektron-deşik sistemleri 
için daha önemli oldukları sonucuna vardık. STLS metodu, bu çok-parçacık 
problemine, elektronların çevresindeki değişim-korelasyon boşluğunu hesaba 
katarak, diğer metodlardan daha iyi bir çözüm yöntemi ortaya koymaktadır.
A nahtar
sözcükler:
Tek boyutumsu elektron gazı, çift quantum teli, değişim- 
korelasyon, yerel alan düzeltmesi, statik yapı faktörü, 
yoğunluk tepki fonksiyonu, dielektrik fonksiyonu, çift kore­
lasyon fonksiyonu, taban enerji seviyesi, kollektif uyarılmalar, 
yük-yoğunluk-dalgası dengesizlikleri, rasgele faz yaklaşımı, 
Hubbard yaklaşımı, STLS yaklaşımı.
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C hapter 1
Introduction
Artificial structures where electrons are restricted to move in less than three spa­
tial dimensions are attracting a growing interest in semiconductor physics. The 
feasibility of such carrier confinement was demonstrated in GaAs/AUGai-^jAs 
quantum wells by electronic and optical spectroscopy more than two decades ago.  ^
In this case, the electrons are confined in only one direction, while they are free 
to move in the perpendicular plane, giving rise to a two-dimensional electron gas. 
With the advances in fabrication techniques based on molecular beam epitaxy 
and high-resolution electron lithography, the motion of electrons can further be 
restricted by an additional one-dimensional electrostatic confinement of a two- 
dimensional electron gas as done in silicon metal-oxide-semiconductor structures, 
or in GaAs/Ala;Gai_i;As heterostructures. The name “quantum wire” has been 
used for such types of quasi-one-dimensional(QlD) electronic systems. The QID 
structures have an interesting property that in addition to the density parameter 
determining the physical properties of the system, one has the radius to play with. 
So it gives the physicist the opportunity to examine how the system’s behavior 
changes with varying radius values, which experimentally means changing the 
lateral structure extension. This is similar to the case in quasi-two-dimensional 
systems with finite thickness.^
Double-layer electron-hole systems are being fabricated by seperate electrical 
contacts,^ and it is conceivable that similar techniques will find application in
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double-wire structures. Because of the confinement, the electronic states in these 
systems are quantized in the lateral direction, usually with several subbands 
occupied simultaneously. Quantum wires have been fabricated in which the 
one-dimensional quantum limit has been attained, when the Fermi energy is 
comparable to the subband spacing and only the lowest subband is occupied.“*
Quantum wires have generated much interest both for the potential for 
practical applications in solid-state devices such as high-speed transistors, 
efficient photodetectors, and lasers,^’® and because they have given us for 
the first time an experimental opportunity to study real one-dimensional 
Fermi gases in a relatively controlled manner. The properties of quasi-one- 
dimensional conductors are also related to the structural features of a class 
of anisotropic conductors whose structures consist of parallel linear chains, 
along which conduction electrons propogate essentially in one dimension. These 
include organic compounds such as tetrathiofulvalene-tetracyanoquinodimethane 
(TTF-TCNQ), a very good organic conductor to be known, and inorganic salts 
such as the mixed-valance platinocyanides.^’® It is much in the same way 
that, in the past two decades, semiconductor inversion layers, heterojunctions 
and quantum wells have generated considerable activity in research of the two- 
dimensional electron gas. So, from both the fundamental and applied physics 
viewpoints, there is interest in understanding the electronic properties of quasi- 
one-dimensional (QlD) quantum wires. Among them, the study of ground-state 
correlations and collective excitations are of increasing interest.
Theory predicts very unusual properties for interacting one-dimensional Fermi 
systems. However, thus far, all experimental results of electronic properties 
of quantum wires®“*® seem to be explicable on the basis of a normal one- 
dimensional Fermi-liquid model. Although the presence of particle-particle 
interactions theoretically makes the Fermi-liquid model inapplicable, giving rise 
to the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid, experiments on semiconductor quantum wires 
show no sign of Luttinger-liquid behavior in one-dimensional systems. For 
instance, an essential feature of the Luttinger liquid is that it has no Fermi surface, 
i.e. the momentum distribution is continuous through the Fermi momentum
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kp, but luminescence experiments show large Fermi-edge singularities.^^ Hu and 
Das Sarma argue that^® in real quantum wires, impurity effects can suppress 
Luttinger-liquid behavior in semiconductor quantum wires so that Fermi surface 
is resurrected in dirty systems. Another theoretical implication is that the 
presence of any electron-phonon coupling in a one-dimensional system should 
result in a lattice Peierls distortion,^® accompanied by a charge density wave 
ground state. However, in actual semiconductor quantum wires, the electron- 
phonon interaction via the deformation potential coupling is so weak that even 
at the low temperatures at which experiments on these systems are performed, 
Peierls distortion does not occur.
The theory of homogeneous electron gas has been advanced by many 
contributors during 1950’s, who brought a variety of theoretical approaches to 
this many-body problem. The simplest version of this model is the Hartree 
approximation in which all correlations in the position and energy of electrons, 
induced by either the Pauli principle or the Coulomb interactions, are neglected. 
It fails quite badly in the calculation of the cohesive energy of metals. An 
improvement comes with Hartree-Fock approximation, which takes into account 
the exchange effects due to Pauli principle acting to keep electrons with parallel 
spins apart. The effect of correlations in the positions of the electrons introduced 
by the Coulomb interactions is considered only in improved theories such as 
random phase approximation (RPA).^^ The RPA is strictly valid only in high 
densities, where the kinetic energy of the electron system is much larger than its 
exchange-correlation energy. To circumvent this difficulty, Hubbard introduced 
a correction factor to the RPA in a simple form, as an improvement in many 
p r op e r t i e s . S i n g wi ,  Tosi, Land and Sjolander proposed a self-consistent 
approach for this local held correction introduced by Hubbard, the so called 
STLS approximation, which is now the most involved non-perturbative theory 
for the solution of the homogeneous electron gas problem. STLS theory was used 
to calculate the local field corrections for three-dimensionaP^ , two-dimensionaP® 
and one-dimensionaP^’®° electron gas. In our work, we applied the self-consistent 
scheme of Singwi et al. generalized to a two-component case^^’^® to calculate
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exchange-correlation effects in double-quantum-wire systems.
Various models for the Coulomb interaction in single wires and wire 
superlattices have been p r o p o s e d . T h e  model in which electrons are 
restricted by a cylindrical infinite potential barrier, is developed by Gold and 
Ghazali.^^ Experiments performed with a semiconductor superlattice made from 
GaAs/Ala;Gai_a;As in the quantum limit with one occupied subband^’^  ^confirmed 
the predictions for the plasmon dispersion derived therein using this cylindrical 
model.
In our work, we used a cylindrical model to investigate various properties 
of double-quantum-wire systems at zero temperature. Taking into account the 
local-field corrections in the framework of STLS scheme, we calculated ground 
state energy and examined the collective modes. In the calculations, we restricted 
ourselves with equal-density electron and electron-hole wires to study the effects 
of intra- and interwire correlations. The presence of additional charges in the 
second quantum wire enhances the correlation effects compared with the case 
of a single wire. Intra- and interwire correlations are quite different in nature 
because the charge carriers can only move in their own respective wires. The 
STLS approximation has proved to be very useful in double-layer two-dimensional 
electron gas s y s t e m s . T h e  RPA is found to overestimate the static properties, 
while STLS approximation is believed to give reliable results if the carrier density 
is not very low.
The collective excitations in GaAs based quantum-wire systems were 
experimentally studied by spectroscopic m e t h o d s . T h e o r e t i c a l  investigations 
of plasmons^^“^  ^ in quasi-one-dimensional structures have shown that they have 
a rich excitation spectrum. The RPA is found to be successful in describing the 
excitation spectra of quantum-wires and this is attributed to,, the limited phase- 
space of QlD systems.
Another motivation for studying double-wire systems is the electronic 
instabilities associated with the many-body effects in the layered quantum 
liquids. A charge-density wave (CDW) instability in double-wire systems has 
been predicted to occur^^’'*'^  as in the case of double quantum-well structures.
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We examined the condition for the occurance of CDW instabilities in double­
wire electron-hole systems. Using STLS proves to be advantageous here, since 
the analysis requires an accurate description of the local-field corrections.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In the next chapter, we describe 
the general methodology used in our calculations, giving some background 
material. The third chapter includes our results about the ground state 
correlations, collective modes and charge density wave instabilities respectively. 
In the last chapter, we conclude by summarizing our results.
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M ethodology
Many-body effects for an interacting electron gas were first studied^^ using 
the random phase approximation (RPA). The RPA takes account of dynamic 
screening in the electron gas, but does not include corrections due to exchange 
and correlation to the effective potentials associated with charge fluctuations in 
the system. The local-field theory of Singwi, Tosi, Land, and Sjolander^^ (STLS) 
includes these corrections in a simple physically motivated way and represents an 
important refinement of the RPA. Here our aim is to develop the self consistent 
scheme of Singwi et al. to calculate exchange and correlation effects in double­
quantum-wire systems. But before specifically going over these calculations, a 
brief introduction on the homogeneous electron gas and model dielectric functions 
will be given.
2.1 H om ogen eou s E lectron  G as
The homogeneous electron gas is described by the Hamiltonian
H = gpCpuCpg^  -|- <^^ p+q(T*-p'-qcr'<'P'o-'gp(T i
per
p2
Ep —
2m
qpp'tra'
(2.1)
(2.2)
Here q, p', q denote momenta and cr, cr' denote spins, and Cp refer to 
creation and annihilation operators respectively. Vq is the Coulomb interaction 
potential. The electrons are free particles, which mutually interact via Coulomb’s 
law e^/r. In order to guarantee system’s stability,we assume that the electrons 
are immersed in a uniform background of positive charge, of density equal to the 
average electron density. Such a model is referred to as jellium model. There is 
no q =  0 term in the interaction because this part of the potential is canceled by 
the field of the uniform positive charge. Fermi gas model is a model of weakly 
interacting electrons. Other excitations, such as phonons, and their interactions 
with the electrons are neglected.
At zero temperature, the properties of the system of electrons depend only 
on electron density, which is conveniently expressed in terms of a dimensionless 
parameter r« = ao/a^ where üq is the interparticle spacing and is the effective 
Bohr radius. In the limit of very high densities (r^ <  1), Coulomb interaction 
represents a small perturbation, and system properties can be described quite 
well by the RPA. However, in low-density limit (r* >  1), electron behavior 
is dominated by Coulomb interaction. The former case corresponds to weak- 
coupling region while the latter is called strong-coupling region. Metallic densities, 
with 1.8 < Tj < 5.6 in 3D, belong to an intermediate coupling region, which is 
difficult to treat since kinetic and potential energies are comparable. No exact 
solutions are possible in this region and one must resort to approximate schemes.
2.1.1 Linear Screening
Screening is a very important concept in many-body theory. In response to an 
applied electric field, charges will redistribute themselves to Ccuicel the electric 
field at large distances. If an external charge distribution pext{f‘, t) is introduced 
into the system, an induced charge distribution pi„d(r, t) will be attracted by 
the impurity electric field. If we write the familiar equations for the Fourier 
transforms in space and time of the electric field E and displacement field D,
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iq-D(q,u>) = 4ir/>,„(q,u)) (2.3)
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¿q-E(q,a;) = 47t [y9ext(q,a;) + /9i„d(q,i<^ )] ·
The components of D(q, u) and E(q, uj) along the direction q are the longitudinal 
fields Di{q,Lo) and Ei{q,u>). Under the assumption of linear screening, frequency- 
dependent dielectric response function is defined as
Di{q,uj) _  p^^t{q,u)e{q,u) = (2.4)
Ei{q,io) pext{q,< )^ + pind{q,^) '
A knowledge of e(q,uj) also permits us to write down the dispersion relation for 
the plasma oscillations. When the condition
e{q,ujg) = 0 (2.5)
is met, one has a free oscillation of the charge density in the absence of an external 
field. Thus, Eq. 2.5 reflects the condition for existence of plasma oscillations at 
frequency a;,.
One last definition concerning the dielectric function to be introduced in this 
section is the density-density response function. It is given as
Anci(q,< )^x(q,^) ( 2 .6)^gpextiq^ ^ )
where Vq is the electron-electron interaction potential. Using equations 2.4 and 
2.6, we can therefore write
1
= 1 + K x(q ,‘^ )· (2.7)e(q,i^)
We can similarly define the screened density-density response function as
Xic(q, oj) = e(q, u;)x(q, u) (2.8)
in terms of which dielectric function is written as
e{q,u) = 1 -  VqXsc(q,i^)· (2.9)
The macroscopic theory defines the dielectric function e{q) , but its exact value 
has not been derived yet. Instead, approximate solutions have been obtained, 
some of which will be discussed in a forthcoming section 2.2.
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2.1.2 Pair D istribution  Function
Pair distribution function, g(r) is the probability to find a particle at point r if 
there is already one at the origin. It is given in terms of the static structure factor 
(or static form factor) ¿“(q)
where
(27t)2
1
(2.10)
i
-^(q) = -y^  «^‘S'(q,a;). (2.11)
5'(q,a;), dynamic structure factor, furnishes a direct measure of the density 
fluctuation spectrum of the electron gas. It can be determined experimentally by 
measuring the angular distribution of the inelastically scattered electrons.
At zero temperature, we can connect dynamic structure factor to dielectric 
function via the equation
,S'(q,u;) = 5^ (/9^ )mo S{u-u;mo) = ----—ImnV„
Pq -  XI 4+q*^k
^mo — o^·
( 2.12)
Here n is the electron density.
Equation 2.12 makes clear the relationship between a response (or correlation) 
function of the electron gas and the elementary excitation spectrum. It is 
clear that a knowledge of the exact matrix elements, |(p|)mo| , and excitation 
frequencies, uJmo·, suffices to determine x(q,o;). Three types of excited states 
occur in an interacting Fermi gas.
(¿) Single pair excitations involve a single quasiparticle-quasihole pair. The 
excitation spectrum covers a finite range of energy, extending from 0 to some 
maximum value.
{a) multipair excitations arise from the excitation of several quasiparticle- 
quasihole pairs. There is essentially no limitation on the momentum of any 
single quasiparticle or quasihole , the multipair excitation will therefore extend
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from a; = 0 to infinity.
(in) Collective excitations correspond to a possible excitation of the system in the 
absence of an external field. The dispersion relation for longitudinal collective 
modes is given in Eq. 2.5. A detailed discussion of the contributions of these 
excitation types on correlation functions is given in the monograph by Pines and 
Nozieres.'*®
2.1.3 Ground State Energy Theorem
The calculation of the ground state energy is very much simplified by application 
of a theorem, apparently first discovered by Pauli, which makes it possible to 
calculate Eg once the dielectric function is determined. Interaction energy per 
electron is defined in terms of the coupling constant as^^
d^ q Vg
EM(e‘) -  I  2 lS{q) 1] (2.13)
from which the ground state energy can be found as
dXEg —  Ekin +  J ~^Eint{X). (2.14)
The term Ekin is the average kinetic energy. Equation 2.14 is an exact result 
and gives the ground state energy if the integral is calculated for any dimension 
desired, though it is given here for the three-dimensional case. We can still 
go further from here. After some algebra, one can change the dependence on 
coupling constant to dependence on density parameter, r .^
Eg = Ekin + — f  d r '7 (r') with 
Ts Jo
l{rs) =  J
(2.15)
d^ q Vg
(2Tr)3y -1] ·
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2.2 M od el D ie lectr ic  F unctions
2.2.1 Hartree-Fock Approxim ation
The lowest order approximation to the ground state energy is obtained if we 
assume that the ground state wave function, |0) is that of a noniriteracting Fermi 
gas. When the potential energy term in Eq. 2.1 operates on |0) , it acts to 
“destroy” a pair of particles inside the Fermi sphere labeled per and pV'. In 
order to obtain a nonzero contribution, two particles must be created in such 
a way to permit the system to come back to the original ground state. This 
will be the case either if q = 0, or if p' — q = p and a' = a . The term for 
the direct process, which is the q = 0 case, represents the Hartree contribution, 
and cancels for an electron gas in a uniform background of positive charge as 
mentioned before. The ground state energy in HFA is therefore given by
Eo = (0|^|0) = ■^ (0|Cp+q<rCpCTCp4.q(,Cp(^ |0) . (2.16)
P<^ pq^ .q^ iiO ^
The first term in Eq. 2.16 is a “zeroth-order” approximation to the ground state 
energy; it is the kinetic energy for a noninteracting particle system. The second 
term, known as exchange energy  ^ represents a first-order contribution. Exchange 
energy may be regarded as arising from spin-induced correlations in the electron 
gas. This becomes visible if we look at the form of dynamic structure factor in 
the HFA.
In the HFA, 5'(q,u;), dynamic structure factor, is given by its value for a 
noninteracting fermion system, 5°(q,o;)
S'HFA (q,u;) = 5°(q,o;) = -  /°+q<,
qa
)i(o; to.pq) (2.17)
pq
_  0 _  0 
~ ^p+q ^p
/p^ is the ground state distribution function. It is seen that that there are no 
correlations between particles of antiparallel spin. It is the correlation between 
particles of parallel spin which gives rise to exchange energy.
Correlation energy is defined as the difference between the HFA ground state 
energy , Eq. 2.16, and any better calculation. Dynamic correlations arising from
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the fact that electrons possess a charge are taken into account only in better 
calculations, such as the RPA.
Dielectric function in HF’A is obtained by using the density-density response 
function for the noninteracting system.
1
where the Lindhard function Xo(?) is given by
= 1 + Kix“(q,o;) (2.18)
X
fO _  fO
°(q,o;) = V ---- ------------------- .
k,, ek+q -  Ck -  te - (2.19)
Here r] is to be taken to zero after the summation is carried out.
2.2.2 STLS Approxim ation
The dielectric function of an electron gas in both the RPA and Hubbcird 
approximations leads to an overestimate of the short-range correlations between 
particles. This is evident from the fact that in these approximations, the pair 
correlation function becomes negative for small interparticle separations over the 
whole range of metallic densities, and implies an overestimate of the correlation 
energy. STLS theory gives an improved expression of the dielectric function, 
which includes explicitly, in an approximate way, the short range correlations 
arising from both Coulomb and exchange effects by being a functional of the 
structure factor. The structure factor and the dielectric function can then be 
determined self-consistently.
Here, we follow the method of derivation given in the original STLS paper by 
Singwi, Tosí, Land and Sjölander.^^ The equation of motion for the classical one- 
particle distribution function /(x , p; t) in the presence of ari external potential 
Vext{yi,t) is
^/(x, p; 0
dt
+ u · V x /(x ,p ;0  -  VxKxi(x,0 · V p /(x ,p ;0  (2.20)
-  y  VxR(x -  x') · V p/(x, p; x', p'|ii) dx'dp' = 0.
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Here y(x) is the Coulomb interaction potential and / ( x ,  p; x', p'|i) is the two- 
particle distribution function. The equation for the two-particle distribution 
function contains, in turn, the three-particle distribution function, and so on. 
This infinite hierarchy of equations can be terminated by making the ansatz
/ ( x ,  p; x'p'IO =  / ( x ,  p; p'; O s(x -  *') ■ (2.21)
Fvquation 2.21 takes care of short-range correlations between the particles through 
the static pair correlation function 5 (^x). If one writes
/ ( x ,  p; t) = /o(p) + / ,  (x, p; i ), (2 .22)
with /i(x , p; t) denoting the deviation from the equilibrium distribution function 
/o(p) induced by the weak external potential, it becomes possible to get
^  +  u· Vx^ / i ( x ,p , i ) (2.23)
-  (yxVext{y:,t) -b J x')V:rV(x -  x')/i(x',p';t) dx'dp'^ -Vp/o(p) = 0.
From this equation, it is apparent that the effective electric field felt by a particle 
is
E e//(x ,0  = - V ^ K , t ( x , t ) - / v ^ V ( x - x ') M x ',p ', t ) d x 'd p ' (2.24) 
-  J [^(x -  x') -  1] V xF (x  -  x ')/i(x ', p'; t) dx'dp' .
The first two terms on the right-hand side correspond to the usual macroscopic 
electric field, and the third term corresponds to the local field correction. In RPA, 
only the first two terms are taken into account.
Because of the linearity of Eq. 2.23 we can find its solution by performing Fourier 
transformation. After some algebra, one obtains for the induced charge density
p.nd(q,^) = J f i ( 4 ^ ^ ; p ) d p
X°(q,o;)
1 -x°(q,t^)^(q) [1 -< (^q)]
^ext(^1^^) ·
(2.25)
(2.26)
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Solving for the response function defined through the relation pind = xKart, we 
find that
x°(q,^)
x(q’ )^ 1 -  x°(q,^)^(q) [f -  G'(q)]
where the local field correction G(q) is given by
(2.27)
(2.28)(27t)3 V{q)
X ° (q ,o ;) being the free electron Lindhard function given by Eq. 2.19. 5’(q) is the 
usual static structure factor which can be expressed via the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem in terms of the density response function as
1
'5'(q) = -  — dujlmx{q,uj) (2.29)
For homogeneous fluids, S^q) depends only on the magnitude of wave vector. 
Using these expressions in Eq. 2.7, we can give the dielectric response function 
in STLS as
eia 0)1 =  1 - V^(q)x°(q,u>)[l-g(q)] , .
* l + G(q)C(q)x»(q,u.) '
The set of equations 2.27, 2.28 and 2.29 have to be solved self-consistently for the 
application of STLS approximation. This can be done starting from the known 
expression of ^^q) in the Hartee-Fock approximation, calculating the local field 
correction using Eq. 2.28, then calculating a better static structure factor by the 
expressions 2.27 and 2.29, and so on. About 10 iterations are seen to be enough 
to obtain convergence in G{q) within 0.1%.
STLS approximation is presumed to work better than other models discussed 
here, Hartree-Fock, RPA or Hubbard approximations, since it takes into account 
the exchange-correlation hole around electrons. Because of the exchange- 
correlation hole around each electron, when one electron is participating in the 
dielectric screening, others are less likely to be found nearby. This should have 
some effect upon dielectric screening.
2.2.3 Random  Phase Approxim ation
In the random phase approximation (RPA), the electron gas responds as if it 
were non-interacting and perturbed by an effective mean field. In this mean field.
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short-range correlation of the motion of the electrons is not included. Dielectric 
function in the RPA is obtained when we approximate X5c(q,^ <^ ) by its value lor 
a noninteracting electron liquid, x ‘^ (q,u;) given by Eq. 2.19. Using Eq. 2.9, we 
have
e(q,u;) = 1 -  Uqx“(q,c^) · (2.31)
It can also be derived as a special case of the formalism developed for the 
derivation of STLS. Within RPA, the effective force felt by a particle does not 
include the local field corrections, and becomes
Ee//(x ,t) =  - V χ K x í ( x , 0 “ У ' ^ χ ^ ( x - x O / ı ( x ^ P ^ O  dx'dp' . (2.32)
After taking the Eourier transform and applying the same procedure as in STLS, 
we get the same expression for the dielectric function, Eq. 2.31, and for the 
density response function
x°(q,i )^ (2.33)1-U(q)x0(q,u;) ‘
RPA predicts correctly some properties of the electron gas such as plasmons. 
Also, it can give a good approximation for correlation energy in the high-density 
limit (r^ < 1). But as one goes to lower densities, exchange-correlation effects 
become important and improvements are necessary over the approximation to be 
able to get reliable results.
2.2.4 Hubbard Approxim ation
Historically, the first attempt to go beyond RPA was by Hubbard (1957) who 
used a diagrammatic approach.^® Basically, the Hubbard approximation (HA) 
amounts to taking into account the part of the depletion, hole around each 
electron due to the Pauli principle. One way of deriving the corresponding 
local-field correction G^{q) is to use the static structure factor in Hartree-Fock 
approximation when evaluating equation 2.28. So the dielectric function takes 
the form
V<iX%q,co)
£i/(q,t )^ = 1 - 1 + VqG^{q)x'^{q,u>) (2.34)
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with
G^'iq) (2.35)2 + k], ■
Here G^^iq) is calculated in 3D. Its effect is to reduce electron-electron intei'cictions 
in dielectric screening. G{q) = 0 leads directly to the RPA result.
2.3 T om onaga-L uttinger M od el
More than 40 years ago, Tornonaga demonstrated that the many-body problem 
of interacting electrons in one-dimension can be solved exactly under certain 
conditions. Recognizing that the excitations of the electron gas are approximately 
bosons, although the elementary particles, electrons, are fermions, is the base of 
the important approximation of the model.
If we introduce the operators Ck and c\ which respectively destroy and create a 
particle with quantum number k, obeying the fermion anticommutation relations, 
the operator which creates an elementary excitation when operating on the Fermi 
sea is evidently c\,Ck with k inside the Fermi sea and k' outside it, whereas 
the operator which destroys an elementary excitation is formally the same but 
with k and k' interchanged. These operators have many properties of boson 
field operators: there is no number conservation law, and two different operators 
commute if all their quantum operators are different. What is most important 
is that Tomonaga arbitrarily set commutators of operators with one common 
subscript commute, except for that commutators of operators with two common 
subscripts, {c\ck'){c\,ck) — {c\,ck){c\cki), are set equal to ±1 or zero. Even with 
these approximations, however, the problem is still not exactly solvable. Two 
more simplifications are necessary. One is to restrict ourselves to one dimension, 
and the other is to replace the kinetic energy by |p|. The .second assumption 
is perhaps the stronger of the two, because it results in the fact that no matter 
how complicated an intermediate state may be, the energy transfer is always 
proportional to the momentum transfer. Energy transfer is proportional to 
momentum transfer only if momentum does not change sign, but Tomonaga 
argued that for the relevant intermediate states, this criterion was fulfilled.
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Subsequently, Luttinger (1963) introduced a new, but similar one dimensional 
model in which some of the Tomonaga approximations were introduced in the 
Hamiltonian. In order to ensure that the energy transfer was always equal to 
the momentum transfer, Luttinger used the device of introducing two types of 
particles - one with e(p) = p and the other with c{p) = —p. In the calculation, 
the infinite set of negative energy states are filled and a set of particles in positive 
energy states and holes in negative energy states are considered. Excitation of 
particles in pairs are the elementary excitations, and a certain linear combination 
of these elementary excitations describes the collective modes of interest, denoted 
“plasmons”.^ ® The Hamiltonian can be formally, and exactly, rewritten as an 
operator quadratic in plasmons, which obey Bose-Einstein commutation relations. 
With the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian, the problem is solved.^®
This model describing the new phase of matter, the so-called “Tomonaga- 
Luttinger Liquid”, has been for a long time not much more than a mathematical 
curiosity until the recent progress in microfabrication allowed the fabrication of 
semiconductor quantum wires in the electronic quantum limit.
2.3.1 Tom onaga-Luttinger Liquid or Fermi Liquid?
The Fermi liquid model and the Luttinger model differ in various aspects. First, 
the Fermi liquid approach assumes a finite density of electrons in a parabolic 
energy dispersion, while the Luttinger model assumes an infinite density of 
negative energy electrons in a completely linear dispersion. We use the actual 
Coulomb interaction between electrons for a cylindrical confinement, whereas the 
Luttinger model assumes an unrealistic short-range potential.
Through a study of Im [S,-ei(A:F,u;)], the self-energy, Hu and Das Sarma '^  ^
show that in a one dimensional system, the Fermi surface disappears in a clean 
system because particles at the Fermi surface can excite low-energy virtual 
plasmons. When impurity scattering is included, however, the Fermi surface 
reappears because the low-energy virtual plasmons which are responsible for the 
disappearance of the Fermi surface are suppressed by the impurity scattering.
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For the systems we are considering, impurity effects are taken into account, and 
the existence of Fermi surface indicates that application of Fermi liquid theory is 
acceptable.
It would be interesting to note that in long-wavelength limit, the plasmon 
dispersion relation derived in RPA was shown by Li, Das Sarma and Joynt to 
exactly reproduce the Tomonaga boson dispersion of the Tomonaga-Luttinger 
m o d e l . I n  the RPA, elementary excitation spectra of a ID system is given by
2 _  A{q)u\ -  Lol
A{q) -  1 (2.36)
with
A{q) = exp Ç7T
m m
and oj± = qvp ±  q‘^ /2m  where vp is the ID Fermi velocity. To see the connection 
between the RPA and the Tomonaga-Luttinger model, we expand Eq. 2.36 up 
to second order in q/kp  to get
n l / 2
CO =  |ç| V p  -h -vpV {q)7T (2.37)
This is exactly same as the eigenenergy of the elementary excitation spectrum in 
the Tomonaga-Luttinger m o d e l . T h u s ,  it is difficult to say whether the one­
dimensional system behaves as a Fermi or a Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid looking 
at the collective excitation spectrum in long-wavelength limit.
2.4  Q u a si-ID  confin em en t m od els
In quasi-one-dimensional (QlD) electronic systems, the so-called quantum wires, 
the assembly of charge carriers is subject to quantal confinement in two 
transverse directions but retains essentially free motion in the longitudinal 
direction. Usually, QlD structures are produced by an additional one-dimensional 
confinement of a two-dimensional electron gas as realized in silicon metal- 
oxide-semiconductor structures or in AUGai_a;As/GaAs structures. For realistic 
calculations of the subband structure in these systems, a two-dimensional
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Schrödinger equation coupled to a two-dimensional Poisson equation must be 
solved, and only numerical results are available.''^’'^ ® Analytical results for the 
subband structure of QlD electron systems can be obtained only for a number 
of confinement models. The quantum-wire model used determines the Coulomb 
interaction potential and some asymptotic properties of the local-field factor.'*^
2.4.1 C ylindrical Confinem ent
In this model, the quasi-one-dirnensional structure is realized as a circular cylinder 
of radius Ro with an infinite potential barrier at r =  Rq. The motion of electrons 
is restricted in the r = (r, t?) plane, while the motion in the z direction is a free 
motion. When the corresponding Schrödinger equation for the motion in the r 
plane is solved by Bessel functions J„(rr), the wave function t?) inside the
wire is expressed as
1Фп1{г,'д) - dnißnlf I Ro)~ ^  1 (2.38)(7Ti?2)l/2 Jn+l ij^ nl)
with n = 0,1, . . .  and / = 1 ,2 ,__  Here ^ni is the /th zero of the Bessel function
of order n.®° Outside the wire, the wave function is given by фп1{г > Ro,d) = 0. 
The energy eigenvalues are given by
1
Eni = 2mR.Q ßnO
(2.39)
and they define the subband structure in the wire. In this work, we assume 
that the energy separation between lowest-energy and higher-energy subbands is 
much larger than all other energy scales so that higher subbands can be ignored. 
This assumption is valid for low electron densities and at zero temperature. The 
lowest subband is described by^ ^
ßoi{rJ)
Eoi
lMJo{2ArlRo)IRo r < R o
0 r > Ro
2
(2.40)
5.76Д*
Ro
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EfFective Bohr radius is defined as a*j^  = eo/m*e^ and effective Rydberg as 
R* = l/2m*ag. Co is the dielectric constant of the background.
For a system with cylindrical symmetry, the interaction potential between an 
electron at r  and an electron at r' is given by
2e^
^ ( r ,r ',q )  = ----/fo(9 | r -  r'l) .
0^ (2.41)
K q is the modified Bessel function of order zero.®° The electron-electron 
interaction potential, which describes the screening properties of the wire, for 
a one-subband model is given by
Fii(q) = j  d r^ J  dV'|(^oi(r)pF(r,r' ,q) |^i(r') |^  ·
It is calculated by Gold and Ghazali to be^^
(2.42)
Vn{q) =
144 1 + 32 - 6 4 h{qRo)R3{qRo) (2.43)
2eoiqRoy[lO  SiqRo^ ' SiqRoY "  {qRoY
A double-quantum-wire system within the same model consists of two cylindrical 
quantum wires of radius Rq each in an infinite potential well and separated by a 
distance d (d > 2Rq). For the lowest subband, the intrawire potential is given by 
Eq. 2.43 . Similarly, the interwire Coulomb interaction between particles within 
this model is described by the equation^^
,T 2
Ko{qd) (2.44)Vr2{q) = ^(96)^
ZCo
IziqRo)
{qRof
where /«(a;) are modified Bessel functions. For long wavelengths, the intrawire 
potential behaves as ~ | l n ( 9T?)|, and the interwire potential behaves as 
~  |ln(^d)|.
2.4.2 Square-W ell Confinem ent
Within this model, quantum wire is assumed to be formed by confining the 
electrons to the two-dimensional x-y plane, and then further along the y direction. 
Confinement in  ^ direction is assumed to be much stronger than the confinement
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in y direction, which is reasonable because the technology for confining electrons 
to two dimensions is much more advanced than technology for confining them 
along an additional direction. If we assume that electrons lie in the lowest 
subband, matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction become
Cr M  = J  J \ < K y ) ?  \<!>{y')\‘ (2.45)
where V{y,y',q), the one-dimensional Fourier transform of Coulomb interaction, 
is given by Eq. 2.41. (f){y) is the transverse wave function, which for a square 
well potential with infinite barriers at ?/ = —a/ 2  and ?/ = a / 2  takes the form
Hy) =
_  /  \ / f  cos ( ^ )  if -  a / 2  < y < a / 2
0 otherwise
(2.46)
In this case, Coulomb matrix elements can be calculated as^ ^
V,i(q) =
2 e*
Co
[  dxKo{\qa\x) 2 — {I — x) cos(27ra:) sin(27ra:) 
JO L 27t
whose asymptotic forms are
37re^  
to\qa\V u M
for |^a| oo
(2.47)
(2.48)
[A'od^aD -h 1.973...] for \qa\ 0
2.4.3 Parabolic Confinem ent
Parabolic confinement model relies on the assumption that electrons are in a zero 
thickness x-y plane with a harmonic confinement potential in the «/-direction of 
the form ^m*u>Qy .^ Matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction are the same as 
the square-well confinement model given by Eq. 2.45. Transverse wave functions 
and subband energies are given by
- l^/2
(2.49)1M y )  =
En — 1 ^ +  2
2 "n!\/^_  
1
e-y"/^^"Hn{y/b) ,·
(2.50)
n =  0 , 1 , . . .  define the subbands and b — is the characteristic length of
the harmonic potential. Hn{x) is the Hermite polynomial. Analytical calculation
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of the Coulomb matrix elements is obtained by Hu and O’Connell. '^* We give 
here only the result for the single-subband case which takes the form
,2
Vn(q) = -»'•'"'I'KayeH)
0^
(2.51)
In long-wavelength limit (as bq —> 0), this potential behaves as ~  — ln(6(ii). We 
note that the Coulomb interaction potentials seem to be similar in these three 
models in long-wavelength limit, whereas their short-wavelength behavior may 
be different.
C hapter 3
D ouble-Q uantum -W ire System s
In this chapter, we will discuss exchange and correlation effects on various 
properties of double-quantum-wire systems. We use STLS approximation to 
account for local field corrections, and compare the results with those obtained by 
using RPA or Hubbard approximations. We assume cylindrical confinement, as 
discussed in section 2.4.1. Although the realistic quantum wires are far from being 
circular in cross-section, and never having infinite barriers, the present model 
serves as a convenient example of coupled-wire geometry. Our system consists of 
two cylindrical quantum wires of radius Rq each in an infinite potential well and 
separated by a distance d (d > 2Rq). We assume that only the lowest subband 
in each quantum wire is occupied. This will be fulfilled for r* > (/?o/ ob) /4, 
especially in the low-density regime where many-body effects are important.
We assume that electrons in each wire are embedded in a uniform positive 
background to maintain charge neutrality. Equal-density electron-electron and 
electron-hole (one has electrons as charge carriers whereas the other has holes) 
wires are considered. In terms of the Fermi wave vector, we have density of 
electrons expressed as n = 2 A:f / 7t. The electron gas parameter is dehned as 
rg = TTf (Akpag), where a*g is the effective Bohr radius in the semiconducting 
wire with background dielectric constant Cq and electron effective mass ml·
23
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3.1 G ro u n d -S ta te  C orrelations
3.1.1 Form ulation
STLS theory is based on an approximation for the density-density response 
function. It is defined for the double-wire case by
Spiiq.u) = Xij{q,uj)V·^ iq.uj) (3.1)
with wire indices i , j  = 1 , 2  and 6p as the linear density response to the external 
field Repeated indices are summed, y? = and is the density-density
response function of a noninteracting ID electron system at zero temperature 
for the ¿th wire. The system response to an external potential is equated with 
that of a noninteracting electron system responding to an external potential 
including the effects of interaction with the induced charge characterized by 
RPA, Hubbard and STLS approximations diifer in how is approximated. 
In RPA, only Hartree term of the electron-electron interaction is included so 
that = VijSpj, where the Vij are the intra- and inter-wire electron-electron
interaction potentials given by equations 2.43 and 2.44 in section 2.4.1.
RPA does not account for correlations between the responding electron and 
the induced charge. To correct for this deficiency, STLS introduces the local field 
corrections Gij{q) which arise from the short-range Coulomb interactions and the 
exchange-correlation effects for the density-density responses,
= Vij{q)6pj{q,uj)[l -  Gifiq)] . (3.2)
Combining equations 3.1 and 3 .2 , one can obtain the STLS expression for the 
density-density response function of a double-quantum-wire system as^ ®
[x»,(,,u.)l-> -  l/„(,)[l -  G„(,)] -U ,(,)I1  -  G „(,)l
-V,,{<i)[l -  G „(,)| -  V M [ l  -  ChM]
(3.3)
While modulation-doping techniques result in quantum wires of generally high 
quality, impurities and other imperfections always exist. To account for the
X ^ 9 ,^ )  =
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disorder effects through the phenomenological parameter 7 , we use the particle- 
number-conserving expression'^^ given by Mermin
(^ + h)x°{q,io -\- i^)
(3.4)
‘^  + *7[x°(9,^ + *7)/x°(9,.0)] ■
This is necessary in order to justify the Fermi-liquid approach in QID electron 
s y s t e m s . T h e  fluctuation-dissipation theorem enables us to express the static 
structure factors Sij{q) in terms of the response functions:
1i
= ------/ dioImxij{q,uj)
m r Jo
1
= ------/ (koXij{q,iu) .
riTT Jo
(3.5)
The integral over frequency is most conveniently performed along the imaginary 
frequency axis to better capture the contribution from collective m o d e s . T h e  
handling of plasmon contribution becomes important for QlD systems since the 
collective modes do not undergo Landau damping, and exist for a long range of 
^-values.
In Hartree-Fock(HF) approximation, the static structure factor for the one- 
dirnensional electron gas system has the simple form
c H F i  \ c ) 9 <Sii (9 ) =
1, q >  2kir
(3.6)
Also, density-density response function for the noninteracting electron gas in ID 
is given by
„ r  *  / ”(*' + ?) -  /°(*)Y (q.ooj = Z -------------------------r-
J - 0 0  Z tT 6 jhj_o — tk — 0  ^ — IT]
=
k^-\-q U)
1 1^1 ^  kp
(3.7)
2 m ·’ I 0 |/t| > kr
which can be calculated using Dirac identity as
x°(9.w) = Xr(9,w) + (3.8)
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with
Хп(.Я,^) =
rn
In
irq and (.3.9)
—m*lq L0+ > Lo > Lo^  
0 otherwise
where cjq; = \q'^/2m* qki.'/m*\.
The choice of local field corrections in STLS scheme depends on an ansatz 
that allows one to relate Gij{q) to the static structure factor.
Tl J—c
Gi ■['^ 0 (9  i^j\ · (.3.10)2 тг qVij{q)
Equations 3.5 and 3.10 together with 3.3 constitute a self-consistent scheme for 
calculating x{q^io) and related quantities. RPA can be recovered from these 
expressions if local-field corrections are set to zero, i.e., Gij{q) = 0 . Hubbard 
approximation (HA) to the local-field factor is obtained from Eq. 3.10 by 
replacing the static structure factor by the HFA expression 3.6.
G - ( , )  -  i l M V i l l l ) . .
2 Vu{q) t j ·
(3.11)
After Sij{q) are obtained, one can easily calculate the partial pair correlation 
functions gij by taking the one-dimensional Fourier transform
w (r)  = 1 + ^  -  ч«“ '  · (3.12)
The ground-state energy per particle of the double-wire electron system is 
expressed as the sum of kinetic energy and exchange-correlation energy parts. 
The kinetic energy contribution is simply
2 dk k^/·''
Dkin ~  /n Jo
7Г
48r?
2 тг 2 m* 
Ryd*
(3.13)
where the “effective Rydberg” energy unit is defined as 1 Ryd* = e^/{2eoa*g). 
Using the standard procedure given by ground-state energy theorem of Pauli, as
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discussed in section 2.1.3 we can express the exchange-correlation energy as
(3.14)
Of s ij -'0
where
2 colijirs) = dqVij -  6ij] . (3.15)
The formulation presented can be applied to both electron-electron(e-e) and 
electron-hole(e-h) systems. Obviously, electron-hole system is less symmetric 
than the electron-electron system since effective masses of electrons and holes are 
different. Also the interwire interaction is repulsive for e-e systems while it is 
attractive for e-h systems.
3.1.2 R esu lts
We solved the set of equations that describe the static structure factors and 
local field corrections for density-density response function in a double-wire 
system, equations 3.3, 3.5, and 3.10, both for electron and electi’on-hole cases 
self-consistently.*^^’®'* Material parameters appropriate for GaAs-based structures 
are used so that the effective electron mass m* = 0.07ше (mg is the free electron 
gas) and the background dielectric constant cq =  12.9. In the electron-hole double 
wires, we take the electron and hole effective mass ratio = 0.134, which
corresponds to m\  = 0.5ше. The phenomenological disorder parameter 7  that 
we use in the density-density response function does not influence the converged 
Sij{q) and Gij{q) significantly for 7  < ti-lEp·, except that the fluctuation- 
dissipation integral in equation 3.5 becomes free of singularity at q = 2кр. As 
the broadening parameter 7  becomes comparable to noticeable effects on 
Sij{q) and Gij{q) begin to occur. In our calculations, we take 7  =  O.OIjSf · The 
particle-number-conserving expression that we use has the same form as in more 
sophisticated approaches, where it is replaced by the wave-vector and frequency- 
dependent memory function 7 (9 , 0;).®®
We first discuss our results for the double-wire electron system. The 
intrawire static structure factor Зп{я) is shown in Fig. 3.1 calculated in various
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approximations together with the static structure factor for the single wire case 
of the same radius for comparison.
F igure 3.1: The intrawire static structure factor in a double-electron-wire system 
in different approximations, — 2, Ro = 2ag, and d = bag. Solid, long-dashed, 
dotted and short-dashed curves are for STLS, Hubbard, RPA and Hartree-Fock 
approximations respectively. Single wire result is also given as the dot-dashed 
curve.
Numerical results for the single-wire case is adapted from the works of Calméis 
and Gold.®® It is seen that the intrawire static structure factor for the double­
wire case is more departed from the noninteracting structure factor given by 
the Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation than that of the single-wire case. The 
Hubbard approximation, described by the local-field correction expression 3.11, 
is a simplified attempt to go beyond RPA in which the Pauli hole around electrons 
is taken into account but the correlations are neglected. We noticed that strongest 
difference between RPA and STLS approximations occurs for low density (large 
Tj) systems where correlations play a more important role. Similar behaviors 
of the static structure factor in QlD systems have been obtained in various 
other c a l c u l a t i o n s . T h e  interwire structure factor Si2 {q) is about an order of
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magnitude smaller than and negative in the range ol q-values of interest.
In Fig. 3 .2 , we show the static structure factors -S'n(^) calculated using STLS 
approximation for different densities. As density is increased, Sn[q) comes closer 
to the noninteracting structure factor.
F igure  3.2: The intrawire static structure factor in a double-electron-wire system 
for different densities. Rq = 2a*ß and d = büß. The dotted, short-dashed, 
dot-dashed, long-dashed, and solid lines represent = 0.1, 1, 2, 3 and 4
respectively.
Since the functions Gij{q) play a key role in our calculational scheme, we plot 
them in Fig. 3.3 for various r* values. As increases, the magnitude of Gu{q) 
approaches unity for large wave-vectors. In the opposite limit, as Vg —^ 0, Gii(<?) 
exhibits a peak at around q = 2kp. This effect is reported for the single-wire 
case also by Friesen and Bergersen.^® We find that 6 1^ 1 (9) is not very sensitive 
to the value of the wire separation d, as in the case of double-layer systems. 
Wang and Rüden also calculated the intrawire local field correction for cylindrical 
double-quantum-wire systems, but they set Gi2 {q) = 0 from the outset,'*® whereas 
in our calculations both intra- and interwire components of the local field factor
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are determined self-consistently. Although our results for the electron double­
wire system agree, G'12 can not be neglected for electron-hole systems because of 
stronger correlations. The interwire local field factor G 1 2 (g) for different densities 
are shown in Fig. 3.3 (lower curves). It is to a great extent negligible compared 
to G n for small r*., and diminishes for large wave vectors.
Figure 3.3: The intra- and interwire local-field corrections for a double-electron- 
wire system. Gii(q) (upper curves) and (^12(9) (lower curves) are for Rq =  2 ug 
and d =  bag. In both cases, the dotted, short-dashed, dot-dashed, long-dashed 
and solid lines are for Tj = 0.1, 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively.
Comparing Eq. 3.10 and 3 .1 2 , we find for the pair correlation function g{r) 
at r = 0
5'ij(0) = 1 -  Jnn Gij(9 ). , (3.16)
From its definition, pair correlation function must be positive definite. One of 
the deficiencies of RPA is that it leads to a g(r) that becomes negative for small 
values of r over the entire metallic density range. This fact has the consequence 
of overestimating the correlation energy. From Fig. 3 one can see that within 
the density region we are working, r* < 5, Gij(q) remains less than one for large
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wave-vectors, which means that, due to Eqn. 3.16, pair coi’relation function is 
positive even at very small r.
2 3
q/kp
Figure 3.4: The intra- and interwire static structure factors for an electron-hole 
double-wire system. Sn{(l) (upper curves) and S i2 {q) (lower curves) are shown 
for different densities, = 1 , 2 , 3, and 4. In all curves i?o = 2 cg and d = bag.
The self-consistent local-field corrections and static structure factors for 
electron-hole double-wire systems are calculated in a similar manner to those 
of an electron system. The RPA for electron-hole systems is even less reliable 
because the attractive interwire interaction has a larger effect than the repulsive 
interaction. Even though the carrier densities in the two .wires are kept the 
same, the difference in the effective masses for electrons and holes causes the 
noninteracting response functions Xjj and x °2 different. Consequently,
altogether six functions are determined iteratively. The calculated structure 
factors Sij(q) reveal considerable differences between the self-consistent and RPA 
results. The interwire structure factor Su{q) becomes positive, in contrast to the 
electron double-wire case. The intra- and interwire structure factors Sn{q) and
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Suiq)  are shown for different densities in Fig. 3 .4 .
The intrawire local-field factors Gii[q) and G2 2{q) for a double-wire electron- 
hole system at density = 2 are depicted in the upper part of Fig. 3.5. Plubbard 
approximation to G{q) is also plotted for comparison. The lower part of Fig. 3.5 
shows the interwire local field factor Gi2 (q) for various densities, which appears 
to be predominantly negative for electron-hole double-wire system.
Figure 3.5: The intra- and interwire local-field corrections for an electron-hole 
double-wire system. In the upper part, the intrawire local-field factors Gn{q) 
(solid curve) and G2 2{q) (dashed curve) are shown. The dotted line represents 
the Hubbard approximation to G{q). Rq = 2 a^ and d =  5 a^ at r, = 2 . 
In the lower part, the interwire local-field factors G\2 {q) at different densities, at 
Vs = 1, 2, 3, and 4 are shown with the same radius and wire separation.
We calculated the ground-state energy. Eg = Ekin + E^ c·, for both the electron 
and electron-hole double-wire systems in different approximations. Results for 
the electron double-wire structures are displayed in Fig. 3.6 (a). We use effective 
Rydberg as the unit of energy. All three curves, corresponding to RPA, Hubbard 
and STLS approximations, exhibit minima that lie around r., ~  1.5. The 
RPA yields an overestimate for the ground-state energy because the short- 
range correlation effects are not incorporated. The Hubbard approximation
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partially remedies this, but is still below the ground state energy due
to STLS. At large wire separations, the correlation energy equals that of two 
independent single wires. Similar behavior has also been noted for double-layer 
electron systems.^® We find that the ground-state energy does not show a strong 
dependence on the wire separation for an equal density system with Rq — 2a*g 
and d > bag. This is mainly because of the weak d dependence of the local field 
factor G\i{q). However, it might be possible to have stronger separation distance 
dependence of the ground-state energies for low densities (r* > 5). More reliable 
and elaborate approaches would then be required to study this regime.
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Figure 3.6: Ground-state energy in double-wire systems, (a) Ground-state 
energy of an electron system as a function of density at i?o = 2 a^ and d = 5ag. 
STLS, HA and RPA results are given as solid, dashed and dotted curves, (b) 
Same, for the electron-hole system.
The ground-state energy in an electron-hole double-wire system is shown in 
Fig. 3.6 (b). It is seen that RPA produces a very loosely bound system as in 
the electron double-wire case. The ground-state energy minimum is less obvious 
than those in other approximations. We observe that the effects of correlations 
are more important in electron-hole double wires than those in electron systems 
since the departure of STLS from RPA and Hubbard results is more significant.
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This departure becomes more important as gets larger, for > 1 . We have also 
calculated the separation dependence of the ground state energy and found no 
remarkable dependence for d > %a*g for double-wire systems with Rq = 2a*g. Also 
it can be remarked that the ground state energies are slightly lower in magnitude 
for the electron-hole systems than electron systems.
3.2  C o llec tiv e  M od es
3.2.1 Form ulation
An important physical phenomenon which is characteristic of homogeneous 
electron systems is the collective oscillation of the electrons as a whole, the plasma 
oscillation. Organized oscillations in classical plasmas were first studied by 
Langmuir (1928), and the pioneering investigations of their quantum counterpart 
in metals were carried out by Pines and Bohm.^® The existence of organized 
oscillations in the plasma is directly related to the existence of screening. When 
a charge distribution is introduced in the system, the electrons are consequently 
pulled toward that region for the purpose of screening, overshot and pulled 
again, so that an oscillation is set up about the state of charge neutrality. The 
restoring force responsible for the oscillation is the average self-consistent field 
of all electrons. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the condition for the 
existence of plasma oscillations is given by the dispersion relation e(q,uj,,) = 0 .
The excitation energy Wpq corresponding to the transition of a quasiparticle 
from a state with wave vector p to p -f q is equal to
^pq — (p +  q)^
2 m
P
2 m
q p  I r
m 2 m
(3.17)
It is clear from this expression that the excitation spectrum of particle-hole pairs 
(or equivalently called single-pair excitation spectrum) with total momentum q 
will form a continuum, which lies between the following limits:
0 < ujsp < ^  + if 9 < 2A:77,
- ^  + é  < ^  + if
(3.18)
2 m
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The real part of x®, the Lindhard function, determines the plasmon dispersion, 
while the imaginary part determines the particle-hole spectrum. Because of the 
form of Lindhard function in ID given by Eq. 3.9, single-particle excitation 
spectrum somewhat changes in ID, so that it becomes
o;_ < u>sp < UJ+ ,
where
cv± = <1^ ^
2 m m
(3.19)
(3.20)
As can be seen from Fig. 3.7, there appears a “hole” in the single-particle 
excitation spectrum, which is a feature of one-dimensional electron systems; it 
is not present with three- or two-dimensional cases. As a result of this hole, 
low-energy single-particle excitations are allowed only for ç ~  0 and q ~  2kp.
An unusual feature of the one-dimensional plasmon-dispersion curves is that 
they never enter the region of single-particle excitations, i.e. they are not Landau 
damped. Landau damping, as proposed by Landau,*"® is a damping mechanism 
in which a collective mode decays rapidly by exciting a single particle-hole 
pair. In general, once Landau damping becomes possible, the collective mode 
has such a short lifetime that it no longer describes a well-defined excitation 
of the system. Landau damping occurs in both three-dimensionaD*" and two- 
dimensional electron g a s e s . I n  one dimension, the nonexistence of this damping 
process can readily be seen from the solution of the plasmon dispersion relation.
Using the foi'm of dielectric function with the local-field field correction given 
by Eq. 2.30, and the one-dimensional density response function given by Eq. 3.9, 
we find for the single-wire dispersion relation from the zeros of e{q,u>)
LO.pi col +
co: LO
A(q) = exp
+ ' A(q) -  1 ’
vq
(3.21)
mV{q)[l -  G{q)]
Since A{q) > 1 always, copi > CÜ+ , so that plasmon dispersion curve can not enter 
into the single-particle excitation region in this one dimensional structure. But
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as will be seen from our results, this is not the case for double-wire systems and 
Landau damping can again become visible.
For a multicomponent system, the collective modes are given by the zeros 
of the determinant of the screening function, e, which is a straightforward 
generalization of the one-component plasma. For a two-component case, the 
screening function can be represented as®^
= % -  Vij{q)[l -  Gij{q)]x%{q,Lo) (3.22)
where the indices i , j  = 1 , 2  and is the noninteracting density-density response 
function for the j th  component. Thus, collective modes for our double-wire 
system are obtained by solving the determinantial equation
kl = \ i^j -  Vij{q)[l -  Gij{q)]x^-{q,Lo)\ = 0.
which becomes
[1 -  Vu(q)[l -  G'u(ç)]x?i(ç,i^)] [1 -  V2 2{q)[l -  G2 2{q)]X2 2 i<l^ )^]
2
(3.23)
(3.24)
-  [Vi2{q)[i -  Guiq)]] Xn{q^<^)x22{q^<^) = o ·
3.2.2 R esu lts
E lectron  dou ble w ires
In the case of an equal-density double-wire electron system (with Vu = V22 , 
G II =  G22 5 Xii = X22) plasmon dispersions are given by
2
~ e^±(g) — 1 (3.25)
where oj±, given in Eq. 3.20 define the boundaries of the single-particle excitation 
region, and
A^{q) =
'ïïqlm (3.26)
V i i { l - G u ± V i 2 { l - G i 2 )
It is known that a two-component plasma has two branches to its 
longitudinal oscillation spectrum. The high-frequency branch has been called 
“optical plasmon” and the lower branch “acoustic plasmon”, which respectively
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correspond to in- and out-of-phase oscillations of the charges, according to their 
long-wavelength behavior. The ±  sign refers to these two branches. The long- 
wavelength limit of the plasmon dispersions in double-wire electron systems was 
discussed by Li and Das Sarrna^^ and by Gold^^ within the scope of RPA. It was 
noted by Gold that neglecting the local field corrections, Landau damping does 
not occur in single and multiple quantum wire structures. We show the effects 
of exchange and correlation described by the local-field factors on the plasmon 
dispersion of a double-wire electron system in Fig. 3.7 (a).
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Figure 3.7: Plasmon dispersion relations in double-wjre systems.
(a) Full solution in an electron system, and (b) long-wavelength limit solution in 
an electron-hole system with R = 2a*Q and d = bag at = 2 . In both figures, 
dashed and solid lines stand for the RPA and STLS approximation results. The 
shaded regions show the single-particle excitation regions.
The number density in both wires is characterized by = 2 , and we take R = 
2a*g, d = bag. The solid and dotted lines indicate iOpi(q) within STLS and RPA 
approximation schemes respectively, which means with and without the local
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field corrections. The upper and lower (optical and acoustic) plasmon branches 
merge together at a finite wave-vector Çc, and approach the upper boundary of the 
particle-hole excitation region much more quickly in STLS, since the local-field 
corrections tend to soften the plasmon dispersions. As the separation d between 
the wires decreases, the interwire correlation effects become more important and 
the critical wave-vector qc decreases.
E lectron -h o le  dou ble w ires
In the case of electron-hole double wires, the full collective modes need to be 
obtained from the solution of Eq. 3.24 numerically. The long-wavelength (ç 0) 
limit of the dispersion relations is shown in Fig. 3.7(b). They may be calculated 
in a way similar to the 2D and QID, two-component electron liquid cases.
The main difference here is that electron and hole wires are spatially separated. 
For a given wire radius, when the density is low enough, both optical and acoustic 
modes are above the single-particle continuum of electrons, which are the lighter 
particles. We obtain the optical plasmon mode dispersion as {q 0)
,1/2
with
C =
KT(
B = 16r,
7T^
2\ ¿
7T^ /) pq
(?)] = B/2 + (BV4 -  C) (3.27)
*9  ^[-^ 11(1 ~ G^ ii) + p F \ \ { l  — G22)] 1
F U l  -  Ghi)(l -  G22) -  F U l  -
where the form factor is defined to be
^¿/(9 ) = 7f-Fij{q) ■¿Cq
(3,28)
In the above expressions, plasmon energy is measured in terms of the Fermi 
energy of electrons, Ep = kpf2ml  , p = rnlfm*^. Since the mass ratio p <C 1, 
Eq. 3.24 admits another solution (corresponding to the acoustic plasmon mode) 
for energies above the single-particle continuum of holes, and below the single­
particle continuum of electrons. This happens when the density of the wires is
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sufficiently high (i.e. low Tj,). We find the long-wavelength dispersion of acoustic 
plasmons to be
OJ,pi (?)]^ =
u)^e
where
e^'/B' -  1  
' 2r
(3.29)
A' -  1 -  F ii(l -  Gn) -  In
B' =  C „ ( l  -  G 2 2 )  ( ^ )  -  -  ¡F,\(l -  Gn)(l -  G22) \ 7T^ / pq
- F U l  -  G r ,n
pq
2r
7 )  — 2 '^J pq^  u;+
The collective modes in a double-wire electron-hole system is illustrated in 
Fig. 3.8. The optical and plasmon modes for wire radius Rq — 2ag, inter-wire 
distance d — bag and density parameter = 1 are drawn in Fig. 3.8(a).
For this density, the optical plasmons are calculated to be above the upper 
boundary of the particle-hole (p-h) continuum of electrons, as expected. The 
solid and dashed lines indicate the full numerical solution of Re[e((j',a;)] =  0, with 
and without the local-field corrections, corresponding to the STLS and RPA 
approximations, respectively. In general, the presence of exchange-correlation 
effects, described by the static local-field corrections Gij{q,u>), tend to move the 
plasmon dispersions down from their RPA values. Such a behavior is observed in 
higher dimensions as well, and stems from the reduced carrier-carrier interaction 
strength in highly correlated systems. The long-wavelength limits, as found 
analytically, are also shown in Fig. 3 .8 (a), with dot-dashed and dotted lines, 
for RPA and STLS respectively. It is seen that the 5 —> 0 approximation results 
start to deviate from the full plasmon dispei'sions at around q ~  0.2kp', and 
consequently enter the particle-hole continuum at some critical wave vector qc-
The acoustic plasmons are in the region above the p-h continuum of holes and 
below the p-h continuum of electrons. The effects of local field corrections on the 
acoustic plasmons are similar to that of optical plasmons. However, within the 
range of ^-values we are interested in, long-wavelength expression approximates 
the full solution better for this mode.
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Figure 3.8: The collective modes in an electron-hole double-wire system.
In both curves, R = 2a*^  and d = bag. The solid and dashed lines are the full 
dispersion curves with and without the local field corrections. The dot-dashed 
and dotted curves are the corresponding long-wavelength approximations, (a) 
r* =  1, (b) = 4.
For a lower density system, Fig. 3.8(b) shows the collective modes, appearing 
as optical and acoustic plasmon dispersions, r« is taken to be 4. The complete 
solutions for RPA and STLS are plotted by dashed and solid curves. The long- 
wavelength expressions with and without local-field corrections are denoted by 
dot-dashed and dotted lines. Correlation effects become more important for this 
lower density system, as expected, and we observe a marked difference between 
the RPA and STLS approaches. It is also interesting to note that the long 
wavelength expressions describe the full dispersion curves better in this case. 
Within the RPA, the acoustic plasmons are pushed above the p-h continuum of 
electrons, and enter the continuum at some critical wave vector. Similar behavior 
of the collective modes are also seen in double-layer systems. On the other hand.
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exchange-correlation effects have a great influence on the acoustic plasmons at 
r* =  4. In STLS approximation, the acoustic plasmon dispersion curve is just 
below the lower boundary of the p-h continuum of electrons for small q, and it 
enters the damping region at around q ~  O.^kp.
3 .3  C harge D en s ity  W ave In sta b ilitie s
Due to the particular geometry of the Fermi surface of a one-dimensional electron 
gas, which consists of two points, one at -\-kp and one at —kp, response to an 
external perturbation is different from that obtained in higher dimensions. The 
static density-density response function is obtained in ID as
X{q) = - l n  
pq
q -j- 2kp
2kp
(3.30)
As a result of perfect nesting of the Fermi surface, the response function in 
one dimension diverges at q = 2kp, which has several important consequences. 
An external perturbation leads to divergent charge redistribution; this suggests 
that at 2  ^ = 0 the electron gas is unstable with respect to the formation of a 
periodically varying electron charge or electron spin density.
The charge density wave ground state develops in low-dimensional metals 
as a consequence of electron-phonon interactions and the divergent behavior 
of the density response function.®^ The resulting ground state consists of a 
periodic lattice distortion accompanying a periodic charge density modulation, 
both periods determined by the Fermi wave vector kp. As a result, both the 
electron and phonon spectra are strongly modified by the formation of charge 
density waves.®® The periodically varying lattice distortion leads in turn to a 
single particle gap at the Fermi level, turning the material into an insulator. The 
transition is generally referred to as Peierls transition, after the first suggestion 
by Peierls (1955).
In a real system, this 2kp singularity will be softened by broadening 
mechanisms.®® Collisional broadening arising from impurity scattering is
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expected to have a significant effect on the response function, especially around 
the q = 2kp singular point.
Using a linear response formalism, Swierkowski et. al. studied a dynamically 
two-dimensional double-layer electron gas system and found that if the distance 
between the parallel layers is sufficiently small, the interlayer interaction could 
enhance the system’s tendency towards Wigner crystallization, or the formation 
of a CDW depending on the electron d e n s i t y . A s  for the double electron 
wire systems, Gold^^ and Wang and Rüden"*® examined the formation of CDW 
instabilities based on a cylindrically symmetric confinement. Gold found an 
analytical condition for instability in terms of density and wire separation using 
the Hubbard approximation for the local field. Wang and Rüden mentioned that 
other than the intrinsic instability at  ^ = 2kp, there is another resonance in the 
response function for very small q, like q ~  which can also diverge. They
used an STLS local field for correlations within each wire, but neglecting the 
correlation between the wires.
For the system we are interested in, the double-quantum-wire system, the 
static response function given by Eq. 3.3 when diagonalized has elements
2
x±(<?) --
X i {q) +  X2 ( ? ) ± (xi \<l) -  X2 \ ( l ) y  + # 12(9)
-.1/2 (3.31)
where
= Vpiq) [1 -  Gij{q)]
is the effective interaction between the carriers in wires i and j ,  and
= xFi(g)
1 + i’M x U ^ )
is the response function of a single isolated wire with x°(?) the Lindhard function 
of the one-dimensional electron or hole system. For the electron system, this 
simplifies to
"  1 +  [ * . ( « )  ''*·*^*
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To detect a charge-density-wave instability in the ground state, we look for a 
divergence in x±, which is caused by the vanishing denominator in Eq. 3.31. This 
may occur depending on the magnitudes of the local field corrections Gij{q).
Figure 3.9: The critical interwire distance showing the stability region of the 
Fermi liquid system as a function of density, occ = dc — 2R, solid and dashed lines 
refer to electron-hole and electron wires respectively. Curves represent from left 
to right Ro = O.log, 0.25ag, 0.5a^, and a*g.
In order to capture the small q instability in an electron-hole system, we 
obtained a stability condition in g — 0 limit. In this limit, we can neglect 
the interwire local field corrections, ^ 12(9), since it is appreciable only for 
large q, and replace the intrawire local field factors Gn{q) and G-niq) 
the Hubbard approximation. When qRo <C 1 and qd <C 1, we find for the 
Coulomb potential expressions f\\{q) = —4[ln(9i?o/2) -|- 7  — 73/120 -|- 0{q)\ and 
fn iq)  = —4[In((/d/2) -|- 7  -f 0{q)]. 7  is Euler’s constant. We also approximate 
Gniq) = \Rn{kF)lRiiiq)· Defining (x = d — 2Rq, we obtain the stability
condition
OLq
i ?0
= exp
Fn{hjd) 73 7T
8 T20  ■ + ''*32r. 2 > 0 (3.33)
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A similar expression was obtained for the system where charge carriers are 
electrons in both wires by Gold,^® which is a special case of our result for p =  1 . 
For given values of d and Rq, we conclude that the Fermi liquid in the double 
electron-hole quantum-wire structure becomes unstable for Ts > rsc{d,Ro)^ r^ c 
defined by Eq. 3.33.
The critical distance ac as a function of the density parameter r, is shown 
in Fig. 3.9 for both electron and electron-hole quantum wires with various wire 
radii. The system is a stable Fermi liquid in the region a > ac{Ro,rs) > 0. 
It can be seen that instability occurs at smaller r* values (higher densities) in 
an electron-hole system for the same interwire separation and wire radius. The 
difference is more obvious for small Rq.
Figure 3.10:. The srnall-g behavior of the static response function for an electron- 
hole double-wire system. X-{q) is shown at Rq = «^/2, and r« = 5.
The straightforward way to test the validity of our stability condition is to 
calculate X-{q). Fig. 3.10 shows X-{q) for small wave vectors when Ro = «b / 2 
and Vs =  5. The static susceptibility is calculated with the local field
corrections Gij{q) from the self-consistent STLS scheme. As the interwire 
distance a approaches the ci'itical value, a strong peak in X-{q) develops at
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around q ~  O.Skp, as expected.
To explore the effects of strong intra- and interwire interactions on static 
susceptibility at finite q, we display in Fig. 3.11 X-{q) at = 4. In such a density 
and large q, exchange-correlation effects become important. These parameters 
correspond to the stability region calculated for small q, so the peak in q ~  OMkp 
is very weak. Although thermal fluctuations and collisional broadening effects 
(characterized phenomenologically by the parameter 7 ) remove the q — 2kp 
singularity, a peak structure at 2kp persists. We took 7  typically to be ~  O.Oli j^r. 
As Tj increases, there is a peak moving away from q/kp = 2. In Fig. 3.11 at r,, = 4, 
the peak is at about 3 :^ .^ This effect may be a precursor to the formation of a 
Wigner crystal®^ at low densities.
F igure 3 . 1 1 : The large-9 behavior of the static response function tor an electron- 
hole double-wire system. X-{q) is shown for Ro — 2a^, and = 4 in STLS 
approximation.
The transition to the CDW ground state is controlled by the competition 
between the intra- and interwire correlations. When the interwire distance is 
large, the attractive correlations between wires are too weak for a charge density
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wave to be stable. So one must have close enough quantum wires to observe 
this effect. Also, as density is decreased so that r, > 2, the increasing repulsive 
correlations make it more difficult to form charge density waves which require 
the carriers to group.
C hapter 4
C onclusion
We studied exchange-correlation effects in semiconductor double-quantum-wire 
systems. Two cases considered include systems where both wires have electrons 
as charge carriers and where one wire has electrons while the other one has 
holes. Although we specialized in equal density wires, our formalism can easily 
be generalized to include nonequal densities. We assumed cylindrical wires with 
infinite barriers, and used parameters for the radius and wire separation so that 
a one-subband model is applicable and there is no tunneling.
In the calculation of the ground state energy and collective excitation spectra 
of this many-body system, we used the STLS approximation^^ in order to include 
the local-field corrections describing exchange and correlation effects. We tried to 
capture the weaknesses of the less involved models, given by RPA and Hubbard 
approximations, by comparing the quantities calculated within these models with 
the STLS results. Hubbard approximation takes into account the exchange hole 
around the electron, which is due to Pauli principle. This is surely better than 
RPA, but not enough for being able to describe the system realistically. Our 
results led us to conclude that as density is lowered, the effects of exchange- 
correlation holes around electrons become more pronounced and must be taken 
into account. RPA and Hubbard approximations are not trustworthy in this 
region. It is apparent from the fact that the pair correlation function, which 
must be absolutely positive in all cases, turns out to take negative values at
47
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small distances. STLS remedies this shortcoming.
In lower dimensions, RPA is seen to be less reliable . Also, since the existence 
of another wire nearby creates an interwire interaction, local field corrections 
become more important in double-wire systems which we studied. If one of the 
wires has holes as charge carriers, instead of electrons, the type of interwire 
interaction changes from repulsion to attraction, which makes the RPA results 
even less trustable. This can be seen from our results for the electron and electron- 
hole double-wire systems. Ground state energies calculated in the STLS, Hubbard 
and RPA approximations differ more as one goes to lower densities, and this is 
more apparent in electron-hole case.
Because of the Coulomb interaction between the electrons in different wires, 
the plasmon frequency splits into two branches for a double-wire system, namely 
the optical and acoustic modes. In the calculations, we took into account the 
local-field corrections. This improved our results compared to RPA slightly in the 
electron-electron system. But the difference of RPA and STLS approximcitions 
were more drastic in electron-hole systems. The general behavior of the acoustic 
mode changes markedly when we take into account the local-field corrections 
calculated within the STLS scheme. The acoustic plasmon mode is seen to be 
Landau damped in these electron-hole systems. It was reported in the literature 
that within the RPA, the damping mechanism proposed by Lcindau, in which 
collective modes die out at some point after exciting a single particle-hole pair, 
doesn’t work in single and multiple electron quantum-wire systems, although it 
was seen in three- and two-dimensional systems.
In the study of ground-state correlations and collective modes, we primarily 
showed the density or wave-vector dependence of the quantities of interest. 
However, the system we are studying possesses other parameters that can be 
considered. It is a rich area, and it is also possible to examine the wire radius 
and the interwire distance dependence of these functions.
Moreover, we examined the Coulomb-interaction-induced instability in 
double-quantum-wire systems. Charge density wave (CDW) instabilities occur 
predominantly in structures where the motion of the particles is restricted to
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dimensions lower than three. They show up as divergences in the density 
response function, which may occur with the effect of local field correction terms 
in the expression. It is therefore crucial to be as accurate as possible in the 
determination of local field corrections in CDW instability studies. In one­
dimensional systems, there is an intrinsic divergence in the response function 
at q — 2kp, but we were able to get rid of this divergence by impurity scattering 
considerations. But we observed an instability at small q, and found the 
conditions for the occurance of this divergence in long wavelength limit. Our 
calculations showed that for double-quantum-wire systems, the system reaches 
an instability point after which a charge density wave ground state forms when the 
wires come closer together. This critical interwire distance depends on the radius 
of the wires and on the density of charge-carriers. It increases with decreasing 
density.
We started our discussion within the assumption that a Fermi-liquid-type 
behavior is present in quasi-one-dimensional systems. In experiments'*’^® it was 
found that in GaAs quantum wires, an electron-hole spectrum exists together 
with plasmon excitations, which indicates that the electron gas is a Fermi liquid. 
However, theoretical arguments suggest other approaches such as Tomonaga- 
Luttinger theory,®** but it seems appropriate to adopt the Fermi liquid approach 
in our model as long as impurity scattering is taken into account in calculations, 
which always exists in real systems.
In this work, we assumed that only one subband is occupied in the quantum 
wire system. We also assumed that the wires are similar in the sense that they 
have the same radius and same carrier density. At the expense of computational 
complexity, these simplifications can be released to achieve more general results.
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